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Clustering-Guided Sparse Structural Learning
for Unsupervised Feature Selection
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Abstract—Many pattern analysis and data mining problems have witnessed high-dimensional data represented by a large number of
features, which are often redundant and noisy. Feature selection is one main technique for dimensionality reduction that involves
identifying a subset of the most useful features. In this paper, a novel unsupervised feature selection algorithm, named
clustering-guided sparse structural learning (CGSSL), is proposed by integrating cluster analysis and sparse structural analysis into a
joint framework and experimentally evaluated. Nonnegative spectral clustering is developed to learn more accurate cluster labels of
the input samples, which guide feature selection simultaneously. Meanwhile, the cluster labels are also predicted by exploiting the
hidden structure shared by different features, which can uncover feature correlations to make the results more reliable. Row-wise
sparse models are leveraged to make the proposed model suitable for feature selection. To optimize the proposed formulation, we
propose an efficient iterative algorithm. Finally, extensive experiments are conducted on 12 diverse benchmarks, including face data,
handwritten digit data, document data, and biomedical data. The encouraging experimental results in comparison with several
representative algorithms and the theoretical analysis demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for
feature selection.
Index Terms—Feature selection, nonnegative spectral clustering, latent structure, row-sparsity

1

I NTRODUCTION

T

HE number of variables or features is often very
high in many domains, such as image and video
understanding, and data mining [1]. Oftentimes, these
high-dimensional data have many more variables than
observations. In practice, not all the features are important
and discriminative, since most of them are often correlated
or redundant to each other, and sometimes noisy [2], [3].
These high-dimensional features may bring some disadvantages, such as over-fitting, low efficiency and poor performance, to the traditional learning models [4]. Therefore, it is
necessary and challenging to select an optimal feature subset from high-dimensional data to remove irrelevant and
redundant features, increase learning accuracy and improve
results comprehensibility.
The task of selecting the “best” feature subset is known
as feature selection, which is one of widely used techniques for pattern analysis and data mining [5]. Many
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feature selection methods have been proposed and studied for machine learning applications. These algorithms
can be categorized as supervised algorithms [2], [4], [6]–
[8], semi-supervised algorithms [9], [10] and unsupervised
algorithms [4], [7], [11]–[13], according to the way of utilizing label information [14]. Supervised approaches are able
to select discriminative features, since the discriminative
information is encoded in the labels. To exploit the feature
correlation, some supervised sparsity-based approaches
have been studied [8], [15]. However, the labeled data have
an excessive cost in human labor [16]–[18]. It is common
and easy to construct a data set with small labeled data
and large unlabeled data. The so-called “small labeledsample problem” [1] is generated, which is challenging for
supervised algorithms. Because the small labeled data do
not possess sufficient information about labels and supervised algorithms usually fail with either unintentionally
removing many relevant features or selecting irrelevant features. Consequently, semi-supervised feature selection [9],
[19] is developed to exploit both labeled and unlabeled
data simultaneously. Due to the absence of labels that
would guide the search for discriminative features, unsupervised feature selection is considered as a much harder
problem [11], which evaluates feature relevance by their
capability of keeping certain properties of the data. In many
real-world applications, with the rapid accumulation of
high-dimensional data, there is usually no shortage of unlabeled data but labels are expensive. As a consequence, it is
quite promising and demanding to develop unsupervised
feature selection techniques [20].
In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised feature selection algorithm, namely Clustering-Guided Sparse
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Structural Learning (CGSSL), which integrates cluster
analysis and structural analysis into a joint framework.
Because of the importance of discriminative information
in data analysis, it is beneficial to exploit discriminative
information for feature selection. In light of this, to select
discriminative features, nonnegative spectral clustering is
proposed to learn the cluster indicators simultaneously in
the procedure of feature selection. With nonnegative and
orthogonality constraints, the learned cluster indicators are
much closer to the ideal results and can be readily utilized
to obtain cluster labels. On the other hand, the cluster indicators are predicted by structural analysis with 2,1 -norm
regularization. The features are correlated as they jointly
reflect the semantic components. Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that the features share a common structure in a
low-dimensional space. The cluster indicators are predicted
by the original features together with the features in the
low-dimensional subspace. The latent structural analysis
can uncover the feature correlations to make the results
more reliable. For the sake of feature selection, the predictive matrix is constrained to be sparse in rows, which is
formulated as 2,1 -norm minimization term. To solve the
proposed problem, an effective and efficient iterative algorithm is proposed. Extensive experiments are conducted
on face data, handwritten digit data, document data and
biomedical data. The experimental results show that compared with several representative algorithms, the proposed
approach achieves outstanding performance.
Our key contributions are highlighted as follows.
We propose a novel unsupervised feature selection
framework by exploiting the cluster analysis and
structural analysis with sparsity simultaneously. An
effective and efficient algorithm is developed to solve
the proposed formulation.
•
We develop nonnegative spectral analysis to learn
more accurate cluster indicators by imposing nonnegative and orthogonal constraints.
•
We exploit the latent structure shared by different
features to predict the cluster indicators. To facilitate
feature selection, the sparse feature selection models
are exerted on the regularization term.
•
We discuss the relationships between the proposed
algorithm and several well-known feature selection
algorithms.
The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows. We
briefly overview the related work in Section 2. Then we
present our proposed formulation in Section 3 followed
with the developed solution and convergence analysis in
Section 4. Discussions are introduced in Section 5. Extensive
experiments are conducted and analyzed in Section 6.
Section 7 concludes this work with future work.
•

2

R ELATED W ORK

Unsupervised feature selection is more challenging in that
there is no label information available, whose goal is to
identify a feature subset that best keeps the intrinsic clusters
according to the specified clustering criterion [4], [11]. From
the perspective of selection strategy, the approaches can
be broadly categorized as the filter, wrapper and embedded
ones [14].
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The filter algorithms [7], [20]–[22] use a proxy measure
instead of the error rate to score a feature subset. This measure is chosen to be fast to compute, whilst still capturing
the usefulness of the feature set. Variance score may be the
simplest measure, which selects features with large variance. It assumes larger variance means better representation
ability. However, there is no reason to assume that these
features must be useful for discriminating data in different classes. Laplacian Score [21] is proposed to select those
features which can best reflect the underlying manifold
structure. However, they select features without considering the redundancy among features, which may lead to
selecting many redundant features and compromise the
performance. Mutual information-based algorithms [23],
[24] choose features with least redundancy by minimizing the mutual information among the selected features.
In [25], the most informative features and instances are
selected simultaneously from data from the perspective of
optimum experimental design. Filters are usually less computationally intensive than wrappers, but produce a feature
set which is not tuned to a specific type of predictive model.
Wrapper methods [4], [11], [26] use a predictive model
to score feature subsets. Each new subset is used to train
a model, which is tested on a hold-out set. They wrap
feature search around the learning algorithms and utilize the learned results to select features. Clustering is
a commonly used learning algorithm [11], [12], [26]. Dy
et al. [11] examined maximum likelihood and scatter separability criteria for selecting features, mixture of Gaussians
for clustering and sequential search. Q-α algorithm [4] is
proposed to optimize over a least-squares objective function. The clusterability of the input data points is measured
by analyzing the spectral properties of the affinity matrix.
MCFS [12] measures the correlations between different
features by using spectral analysis. The feature selection
process is based on the optimization over a 1 -regularized
least squares problem.
Embedded methods [27], [28] perform feature selection
as a part of the model construction process, which fall
in between filters and wrappers in terms of computational complexity. In [27], feature saliency as a measure
of feature relevance is considered as a missing variable to
a probabilistic objective function. The features and clusters are simultaneously found through an EM algorithm.
A Bayesian formulation of the feature saliency model is
presented in [28] to learn the model. The features are
assumed to be conditionally independent. NDFS [29] utilizes spectral clustering to guide feature selection and
selects features over the whole feature space. To exploit
feature correlation, researchers have proposed sparsitybased feature selection to extract features jointly [13], [29].
The 2,1 -norm regularization is known to be an effective
model for sparse feature selection and has drawn increasing
attention [13], [29].
Different from previous work [12], [13], [29], our algorithm exploits nonnegative spectral clustering and sparse
structural learning in a joint framework for unsupervised
feature learning. The underlying structure is uncovered to
predict the cluster indicators more reliably and sparsity is
exploited to select discriminative features over the entire
feature space.
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T HE P ROPOSED F RAMEWORK

We first summarize some notations used throughout this
paper. We use bold uppercase characters to denote matrices,
bold lowercase characters to denote vectors. For an arbitrary matrix A ∈ Rr×t , ai means the i-th row vector of A,
Aij denotes the (i, j)-th entry of A, AF is Frobenius norm
of A and Tr[A] is the trace of A if A is square. The 2,1 -norm
is defined as

 t
r 


A2ij .
(1)
A2,1 =

i=1

important role in data clustering, which has been exploited
by many spectral clustering algorithms [31], [32]. Note that
there are many different algorithms to uncover local data
structure. In this work, we use the strategy proposed in [31]
to be the criterion for its simplicity. The local geometric
structure can be effectively modeled by a nearest neighbor
graph on a scatter of data points. To construct the affinity
graph S, we define

j=1

Assume that we have n samples X = {xi }ni=1 . Let X =
[x1 , . . . , xn ] denote the data matrix, in which xi ∈ Rd is the
feature descriptor of the i-th sample. Suppose these n samples are sampled from c classes. Denote Y = [y1 , . . . , yn ]T ∈
{0, 1}n×c , where yi ∈ {0, 1}c×1 is the cluster indicator vector
for xi . That is, Yij = 1 if the sample xi is assigned to the j-th
cluster, and Yij = 0 otherwise. The scaled cluster indicator
matrix F is defined as in [30]:
1

F = [f1 , f2 , . . . , fc ] = Y(YT Y)− 2 ,

min
F

1

(3)

where Ic ∈ Rc×c is an identity matrix.
To select the discriminative features for unsupervised
learning, we propose to jointly exploit the cluster analysis
and sparse structural analysis simultaneously. Clustering
techniques are adopted to learn the cluster indicators
(which can be regarded as pseudo class labels), which are
used to guide the process of structural learning. Meanwhile,
the pseudo class labels are also predicted by the structural learning with predictive functions, which correlate the
samples and the pseudo class labels. To conduct effective
feature selection, we impose the sparse feature selection
models on the regularization term. Therefore, our framework is formulated as
⎛
⎞
c
n


⎝α
l(hi (xj ), fi ) + (hi )⎠
min J (F) +
F,h

i=1

j=1
1

s.t. F = Y(YT Y)− 2 ,

(4)

where J (F) is a clustering criterion, l(·, ·) is the loss function, hi (·) is a predictive function for the i-th cluster, and
(·) is a regularization function with sparsity. α is a
trade-off parameter.

3.1 Nonnegative Spectral Clustering
In cluster analysis, graph-theoretic methods have been
well studied and utilized in many applications. As one
of graph-theoretic methods, spectral clustering has been
verified to be effective to detect the cluster structure of
data and has received significant research attention [31],
[32]. Therefore, we adopt spectral clustering as the cluster
analysis technique.
Clearly, an effective cluster indicator matrix is more
capable to reflect the discriminative information of the
input data. The local geometric structure of data plays an

xi ∈ Nk (xj ) or xj ∈ Nk (xi )
otherwise,

n
fj 2
1 
fi
Sij  √ −
 = Tr[FT LF],
2
Ejj 2
Eii

(5)

i,j=1

where E is a diagonal matrix with Eii = nj=1 Sij and L =
E−1/2 (E−S)E−1/2 is the normalized graph Laplacian matrix.
Therefore J (F) is defined as

(2)

FT F = (YT Y)− 2 YT Y(YT Y)− 2 = Ic ,

xi −xj 2
)
σ2

where Nk (x) is the set of k-nearest neighbors of x. The local
geometrical structure can be exploited by

J (F) = Tr[FT LF].

It turns out that
1

exp(−
0

Sij =

(6)

According to the definition of F, its elements are constrained to be discrete values, making the problem (4) an
NP-hard problem [31]. A well-known solution is to relax
it from discrete values to continuous ones while keeping
the property of Eq. 3 [31], i.e., the objective function (4) is
relaxed to
⎛
⎞
c
n


⎝α
l(hi (xj ), fi ) + (hi )⎠
min Tr[FT LF] +
F,h

i=1

j=1

s.t. FT F = Ic .

(7)

Note that according to the definition of the cluster indicator matrix F, each element Fij indicates the relationship
between the i-th sample and the j-th cluster, which is nonnegative by nature. Unfortunately, the optimal F of the
problem (7) has mixed signs, which violates its definition. Moreover, the mixed signs make it difficult to get
the cluster labels. Discrete process, such as spectral rotation or Kmeans, is performed in previous works to obtain
the cluster labels. However, our work is a one-step model
and contains no discrete process, which makes the learned
F severely deviate from the ideal cluster indicators. To
address this problem, it is natural and reasonable to impose
nonnegative constraints on F. When both nonnegative and
orthogonal constraints are satisfied, only one element in
each row of F is greater than zero and all of the others are
zeros, which makes the results more appropriate for clustering. Note that if there exists one row with at least two
positive elements, F cannot satisfy the orthogonality constraint because it results in positive non-diagonal elements
in FT F. Let us assume that there are m (m ≥ 2) positive
elements in the i-th row of F: {Fik1 , . . . , Fikm }. When j and l
are within {k1 , . . . , km }, and j  = l, we obtain:
(FT F)jl =

n

q=1

Fqj Fql ≥ Fij Fil > 0,

(8)
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which conflicts the orthogonality condition. Because of this
characteristic, the learned F is more accurate, and more
capable to provide discriminative information. Therefore,
we rewrite (7) as
⎞
⎛
c
n


⎝α
l(hi (xj ), fi ) + (hi )⎠
min Tr[FT LF] +
F,h

i=1

j=1

s.t.

FT F = Ic , F ≥ 0.

(9)

It is worth noting that we adopt L defined in (5) for simplicity while other sophisticated Laplacian matrices, e.g.,
the one proposed in [13], can be used as well.

3.2 Sparse Structural Analysis
In our framework, the features which are most discriminative to the pseudo class labels are selected. To this end, we
adopt a linear model to predict the pseudo labels. Since
the features are correlated to jointly reflect the semantic
components that can represent some semantic meaning,
we propose to exploit feature combinations as well as the
original features for the pseudo label prediction. Motivated
by [33]–[35], the semantic components are uncovered by a
shared structure learning model, which enables to learn a
more discriminative predictors to make the learned results
more reliable. For simplicity, we assume that the shared
structure is a hidden low-dimensional subspace in this
work. Therefore, the original data features together with
the features in the low-dimensional subspace are both used
to predict the pseudo labels of samples:
hi (xj ) = vTi xj + pTi QT xj ,

i=1

j=1
T

= l((V + QP) X, F) + (V, P).

(11)

By defining W = V + QP and combining (9) and (11), our
formulation becomes
min

V,W,Q,F

Tr[FT LF] + αl(WT X, F) + (V, W)
s.t. FT F = Ic , F ≥ 0; QT Q = Ir .

(12)

To solve the optimization problem in (12), we first decide
which loss function is chosen for l(·, ·) and which regularization functions used for . In this work, we utilize the
least square loss l(x, y) = (x − y)2 for simplicity. For V, the
quadratic regularization is used, that is, V2F = W−QP2F .
To achieve feature selection across all samples, 2,1 -norm
regularization is adopted for W to guarantee that W is
sparse in rows. So we have
min O = Tr[FT LF] +αF − XT W2F + βW2,1

P,W,Q,F

Ic , F ≥ 0; QT Q = Ir .

4

O PTIMIZATION

The optimization problem (13) involves the 2,1 -norm
which is non-smooth and can not have a closed form solution. Consequently, we propose an iterative optimization
algorithm.

4.1 Update P As Given W and Q
We can see that the optimal P in the optimization problem
(13) can be expressed in terms of W and Q. By setting the
derivative ∂ O/∂P = 0, we obtain
2γ (QT QP − QT W) = 0 ⇒ P = QT W.
Because we have the property that

(13)

QT Q

(14)

= Ir .

4.2 Update W As Given P, Q and F
Now, by substituting P in O with Eq. 14, the objective
function O is written as follows.
O = Tr[FT LF] + αF − XT W2F + βW2,1

+γ Tr[(W − QQT W)T (W − QQT W)]
= Tr[FT LF] + αF − XT W2F + βW2,1
+γ Tr[WT (Id − QQT )(Id − QQT )W]

(15)

Since (Id − QQT )(Id − QQT ) = Id − QQT , by setting the
derivative ∂ O/∂W = 0, we get
αX (XT W − F) + βDW + γ (Id − QQT )W = 0
⇔

(αXXT + βD + γ (Id − QQT ))W = αXF

⇔

W = α(G − γ QQT ))−1 XF

⇔

W = αH−1 XF

Here D is a diagonal matrix with Dii =
βD + γ Id and H = G − γ QQT .

1
1
2wi 2 .

(16)

G = αXXT +

4.3 Update Q As Given P, W and F
First, owing to A2F = Tr(AT A) for any arbitrary matrix A,
we can rewrite Eq. 15 as follows.
O = Tr[FT LF] + αTr[(XT W − F)T (XT W − F)]

+βW2,1 + γ Tr[WT (Id − QQT )W]
= Tr[WT (αXXT + βD + γ Id − γ QQT )W]
−2αTr[WT XF] + αTr[FT F] + Tr[FT LF]
= Tr[WT (HW − 2αXF)] + Tr[FT (αIn + L)F]

(17)

1. In practice, wi 2 could be close to zero but not zero.
Theoretically, it could be zeros. For this case, we can regularize
1
Dii =
, where is very small constant. When → 0, we
2 (wT
w+ )
i i

+γ W − QP2F
s.t. FT F =

β and γ are two regularization parameters. The joint minimization of the regression model and 2,1 -norm regularization term enables W to evaluate the correlation between
pseudo labels and features, making it particularly suitable
for feature selection. More specifically, wi , the i-th row of
W, shrinks to zero if the i-th feature is less discriminative
to the pseudo labels F. Once W is learned, we can select the
top p ranked features by sorting all d features according to
wi 2 (i = 1, . . . , d) in descending order. Therefore, the features corresponding to zero rows of W will be discarded
when performing feature selection.

(10)

where vi ∈ Rd and pi ∈ Rr are the weight vectors, and Q ∈
Rd×r is the linear transformation to parameterize the shared
r-dimensional subspace. To make the problem tractable, the
orthogonal constraint QT Q = Ir is imposed. Denote V =
[v1 , . . . , vc ] ∈ Rd×c and P = [p1 , . . . , pc ] ∈ Rr×c . Thus, we
have
⎞
⎛
c
n


⎝
l(hi (xj ), fi ) + (hi )⎠

2141

can see that

1

2 (wT
w+ )
i i

approximates

1
2 wT
w
i i

.
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By substituting the expression for W in Eq. 16 into Eq. 17,
since H = HT , we obtain the following equation.
O = Tr[α 2 FT XT (H−1 HH−1 − 2H−1 )XF]

+Tr[FT (αIn + L)F]
= Tr[F (αIn + L)F] − α 2 Tr[FT XT H−1 XF]
T

(18)

By substituting Eq. 18 into the problem (13), we have the
following optimization problem w.r.t. Q.
max Tr[FT XT H−1 XF]

(19)

QT Q=Ir

To compute the matrix inverse, using the ShermanMorrison-Woodbury formula [36]: (A + UCV)−1 = A−1 −

−1
VA−1 , we have
A−1 U C−1 + VA−1 U
H−1 = (G − γ QQT )−1
−1

=G

−1

+ γG

T

Q(Ir − γ Q G

−1

−1

Q)

T

Q G

−1

.

(20)

⇔ max Tr[(Ir − γ QT G−1 Q)−1 QT G−1 XFFT XT G−1 Q]
max Tr[(QT (Id − γ G−1 )Q)−1 QT TQ]
max Tr[QT N−1 TQ]
s.t. QT Q = Ir ,
G−1 XFFT XT G−1

11:
12:

Mt = L + αIn − α 2 XT H−1
t X;
(Ft+1 )ij = (Ft )ij

(λFt )ij

(Mt Ft +λFt Ft T Ft )ij

;

H−1
t XFt+1 ;

Wt+1 =
Update ⎡
the diagonal matrix D as⎤
1

Dt+1

⎢ 2(wt+1 )1 2
···
=⎣

1

⎥
⎦;

2(wt+1 )d 2

max Tr[FT XT G−1 Q(Ir − γ QT G−1 Q)−1 QT G−1 XF]

⇔

9:
10:

Thus, by using the property that Tr[AB] = Tr[BA] for any
arbitrary matrices A and B, the optimization problem (19)
is equivalent to

⇔

Algorithm 1 CGSSL for Feature Selection
Input:
Data matrix X ∈ Rd×n ; Parameters α, β, γ , λ, k, c, r and
p
1: Construct the k-nearest neighbor graph and calculate L;
2: The iteration step t = 0; Initialize F0 ∈ Rn×c and set
D0 ∈ Rd×d as an identity matrix;
3: repeat
4:
Gt = αXXT + βDt + γ Id ;
5:
Nt = Id − γ G−1
t ;
T T −1
6:
Tt = G−1
XF
F
t t X Gt ;
t
7:
Obtain Qt+1 by the eigen-decomposition of N−1
t Tt ;
8:
Ht = Gt − γ Qt+1 QTt+1 ;

(21)

13:
t=t+1;
14: until Convergence criterion satisfied

Output:
Sort all d features according to (wt )i 2 in descending
order and select the top p ranked features.

γ G−1 .

where T =
and N = Id −
Note that
N is positive definite [34], thus Q can be easily obtained by
the eigen-decomposition of N−1 T.

4.4 Update F As Given P, W and Q
We first substitute the expression for O in Eq. 18 into Eq.
13 and obtain the following optimization problem w.s.t. F.

Then we normalize F with (FT F)ii = 1, i = 1, . . . , c.
From the above analysis, we can see that D related to W
is required to solve Q and F and it is still not straightforward to obtainW, Q and F. To this end, we design
an iterative algorithm to solve the proposed formulation,
which is summarized in Algorithm 1.

min Tr[FT (L + αIn − α 2 XT H−1 X)F]
F

s.t. FT F = Ic ; F ≥ 0.

(22)

Then we relax the orthogonal constraint and rewrite the
above optimization problem as follows.
min Tr[FT MF] +
F≥0

λ T
F F − Ic 2F .
2

(23)

Here M = L + αIn − α 2 XT H−1 X and λ > 0 is a parameter to
control the orthogonality condition. In practice, λ should be
large enough to insure the orthogonality satisfied. Let φij be
the Lagrange multiplier for constraint Fij ≥ 0 and = [φij ].
Since A2F = Tr(AT A), the Lagrange function is
λ
Tr[(FT F − Ic )T (FT F − Ic )] + Tr[ FT ]. (24)
2
Setting its derivative with respect to F to 0, we have
Tr[FT MF] +

2MF + 2λF(FT F − Ic ) +

= 0.

(25)

Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tuckre (KKT) condition [37]
φij Fij = 0, we obtain the updating rules:
2[MF + λF(FT F − Ic )]ij Fij + ij Fij = 0
(λF)ij
.
⇒
Fij ← Fij
(MF + λFFT F)ij

4.5 Computational Complexity Analysis
Now, we briefly analyze the computational complexity. In
our case, c
n, c
d and r < d. The complexity of calculating the inverse of a few matrices is O(d3 ) and the
eigen-decomposition of N−1 T also needs O(d3 ) in complexity. In each iteration step, the cost for updating Q is
O(d3 + nd2 ). It takes O(d3 + nd2 + dn2 ) to update F and
O(d3 ) to update W, respectively. Thus the overall cost for
CGSSL is O(t(d3 + nd2 + dn2 )), where t is the number of
iterations.
4.6 Convergence Analysis
The proposed iterative procedure in Algorithm 1 can be verified to converge to the optimal solutions by the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. The alternative updating rules in Algorithm 1
monotonically decrease the objective function value of (13) in
each iteration.
Proof. For convenience, let us denote

(26)

L (Q, F, W) = Tr[FT LF] + αF − XT W2F + βW2,1

+γ W − QQT W2F + λ2 FT F − Ic 2F

(27)
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From the above analysis, the problem (13) can be relaxed
into the following problem.
min

QT Q=Ir ,F≥0,W

L (Q, F, W)

(28)

With Ft and Wt fixed, we can see that
Qt+1 = arg max Tr[QT N−1
t Tt Q]
⇒

Tr[QTt+1 N−1
t Tt Qt+1 ]

≥

Tr[QTt N−1
t Tt Qt ].

(29)

(30)

Proposition 1. SPFS has the similar fashion with the proposed
CGSSL when α → +∞, γ = 0 and the orthogonal and
nonnegative constraints are removed.

With Wt and Qt+1 fixed, by introducing an auxiliary
function of L (Qt+1 , Ft , W) as in [38], it is easy to prove
L (Qt+1 , Ft+1 , Wt ) ≤ L (Qt+1 , Ft , Wt ).

(31)

It can easily verified that Eq. (16) is the solution to the
following problem with Qt+1 and Ft+1 fixed.
min αXT W− Ft+1 2F + βTr[WT Dt W]

Wt+1 = arg minW g(W) + βTr[WT Dt W]
g(Wt+1 ) + βTr[WTt+1 Dt Wt+1 ]
≤ g(Wt ) + βTr[WTt Dt Wt ]
⇒

g(Wt+1 ) + β

(wt+1 )i 22
i 2(wt )i 2

≤ g(Wt ) + β

⇒ g(Wt+1 ) + βWt+1 2,1 − β(Wt+1 2,1 −
≤ g(Wt ) + βWt 2,1 − β(Wt 2,1 −

(wt )i 22
i 2(wt )i 2

(wt+1 )i 22
i 2(wt )i 2

to

the

Lemmas

≤ Wt 2,1 −

g(Wt+1 ) + βW

t+1

in

(wt )i 22
i 2(wt )i 2 .

2,1 ≤

[8],

W

(wt )i 22
i 2(wt )i 2 ).

Wt+1 2,1 −

Thus,

g(Wt ) + βWt 2,1 .

(34)

Therefore, we arrive at
L (Qt+1 , Ft+1 , Wt+1 ) ≤ L (Qt+1 , Ft+1 , Wt ).

n
1 
Sij xTi W − xTj W2 + βW2,1 .
2

Compared the problems (37) with (38), they both try
to keep data similarity with different criteria. That is,
Proposition 1 is proved.

5.2 Connection with MCFS
MCFS [12] uses a two-step strategy to select features according to spectral analysis and is formulated as the following
form.
min Tr[FT LF]

FT F=Ic
T
min fi − X wi  + βwi 1 .
wi

Based on Eq. (30), Eq. (31) and Eq. (35), we obtain

Proof. When γ = 0 and the nonnegative constraint
removed, the proposed formulation becomes
W,FT F=Ic

Tr[FT LF] + αF − XT W + βW2,1 .

5

D ISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss the relationships between
the proposed method and several algorithms, including
SPFS [39], MCFS [12], UDFS [13] and NDFS [29].

(41)

If we set α → 0 and β → 0, the above problem leads to
a two-step algorithm. That is,
min Tr[FT LF]

(42)

β
wi 2 .
α

(43)

FT F=Ic

(36)

Thus, the objective function monotonically decreases
using the updating rules in Algorithm 1 and Theorem
1 is proved.
According to Theorem 1, we can see that the iterative
approach in Algorithm 1 converges to local optimal solutions. The proposed optimization algorithm is efficient. In
the experiment, we observe that our algorithm usually
converges around only 20 iterations.

(40)

Proposition 2. MCFS and CGSSL have similar fashions with
different regularization forms on W, when γ = 0 and the
nonnegative constraint is removed.

L (Qt+1 , Ft+1 , Wt+1 ) ≤ L (Qt+1 , Ft+1 , Wt )

≤ L (Qt+1 , Ft , Wt ) ≤ L (Qt , Ft , Wt ).

(39)

wi 1 is the 1 -norm of wi .

min

(35)

(38)

i,j=1

(wt+1 )i 22
i 2(wt )i 2 )

(33)
According

min Tr[WT XLXT W] + βW2,1

(32)

For the ease of representation, let us define g(W) =
αXT W − Ft+1 2F + γ W − Qt+1 Pt+1 2F . Accordingly, in
the t-th iteration, we have
⇒

Proof. When α → +∞, and the orthogonal and nonnegative constraints are removed, we have F = XT W. Then,
with γ = 0 CGSSL becomes

=

W

+ γ W − Qt+1 QTt+1 W2F

i,j=1

Here τ (τ > 0) is a hyper-parameter. The connection
between SPFS and CGSSL is discovered as follows.

Thus we obtain
L (Qt+1 , Ft , Wt ) ≤ L (Qt , Ft , Wt ).

5.1 Connection with SPFS
SPFS [39] performs feature selection by preserving sample similarity, which can handle feature redundancy. It is
formulated as:
n

(xTi WWT xj − Sij )2 .
(37)
min
W2,1 ≤τ

QT Q=Ir
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min
W

c

i=1

fi − XT wi  +

We can see that the regularization function for wi is
different. Thus, Proposition 2 is proved.
Different from MCFS, CGSSL is an one-step algorithm.
Thus, CGSSL is more general. Second, F is constrained to
be nonnegative. When both nonnegative and orthogonal
constraints are satisfied, the learned F is much closer to
the ideal result, and the solution can be directly obtained
without discretization. Finally, in our framework, we perform clustering and feature selection simultaneously, which
explicitly enforces that F can be linearly approximated by
the selected features, making the results more accurate.
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TABLE 1
Dataset Description

5.3 Connection with UDFS
UDFS [13] was propsoed to select discriminative features
by optimizing the following objective function.
min Tr[WT XLXT W] + βW2,1 .

WT W=Ic

(44)

Proposition 3. UDFS and CGSSL have similar fashions when
α → +∞, γ = 0 and the nonnegative constraint is removed.
Proof. With α → +∞ and the nonnegative constraint
removed, we have F = XT W. Then when γ = 0, the
proposed CGSSL formulation becomes
min

WT XXT W=Ic

Tr[WT XLXT W] + βW2,1 .

(45)

Therefore, UDFS and CGSSL have similar fashions with
different orthogonal constraints.
In this extreme case, F is enforced to be linear, i.e.,
F = XT W. However, as indicated in [31], it is likely that F
is nonlinear in many applications. Hence, CGSSL is superior to UDFS due to its flexibility of linearity. Additionally,
F is constrained to be nonnegative, making it more accurate than the one with mixed signs. Therefore, CGSSL is
more capable to select discriminative features, verified by
our experiments.

5.4 Connection with NDFS
NDFS [29] is our preliminary version, which does not
exploit the underlying structure. Its formulation is presented as follows.

Leukemia1 [46]). Data sets from different areas serve as a
good test bed for a comprehensive evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the details of these 12 benchmark data sets used in
the experiments.

6.2 Compared Scheme
To validate the effectiveness of CGSSL for feature selection,
we compare it with one baseline and several unsupervised
feature selection methods. The compared algorithms are
enumerated as follows.
1)
2)

3)

min Tr[FT LF] + αXT W − F2F + βW2,1
W,F

s.t.

FT F = I, F ≥ 0.

(46)

4)

By setting γ = 0, the problem (13) leads to the above
problem. Thus we have the following proposition.

5)

Proposition 4. NDFS is a special case of the proposed CGSSL
algorithm, when λ = 0.

6)

6

7)

E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed formulation, which can be applied to many applications, such as clustering and classification. Following
previous unsupervised feature selection work [12], [13], we
only evaluate the performance of CGSSL for feature selection and compared with representative algorithms in terms
of clustering. In our experiments, we first select the top
p features and then utilize Kmeans algorithm to cluster
samples based on the selected features.

6.1 Data Sets
The experiments are conducted on 12 publicly available datasets, including three face image data sets (i.e.,
UMIST [40], JAFFE [41] and Pointing4 [42]), three handwritten digit data sets (i.e., a subset of MNIST used in [43],
Binary Alphabet (BA) [40] and a subset of USPS with
40 samples randomly selected for each class [40]), three
text data sets (i.e., WebKB collected by the University of
Texas [44], tr11 [45] and oh15 [45]) and three biomedical data sets (i.e., Tox-171 [46], Tumors9 [46] and

8)

9)

Baseline: All original features are adopted;
MaxVar: Features corresponding to the maximum
variance are selected to obtain the best expressive
features;
LS [21]: Features consistent with Gaussian
Laplacian matrix are selected to best preserve
the local manifold structure [21];
SPEC [7]: Features are selected using spectral
regression;
SPFS-SFS [39]: The traditional forward search strategy is utilized for similarity preserving feature
selection in the SPFS framework.
MCFS [12]: Features are selected based on spectral
analysis and sparse regression problem;
UDFS [13]: Features are selected by a joint framework of discriminative analysis and 2,1 -norm minimization.
NDFS [29]: Discriminative features are selected by
a joint framework of nonnegative spectral analysis
and linear regression with 2,1 -norm regularization.
CGSSL: The proposed Cluster-Guided Sparse
Structural Learning framework.

6.3 Parameter Setting
There are some parameters to be set in advance. For LS,
SPEC, MCFS, UDFS, NDFS and CGSSL, we set k = 5 for
all the datasets to specify the size of neighborhoods. For
NDFS and CGSSL, to guarantee the orthogonality satisfied,
we fix λ = 108 in our experiments. To fairly compare different unsupervised feature selection algorithms, we tune
the parameters for all methods by a “grid-search” strategy
from {10−8 , 10−6 , . . . , 108 }. The dimensionality of the low
dimensional space is set r = min(5 × max( c−1
5 , 1), c − 1)
in the experiments since the performance is not very sensitive to it. The numbers of selected features are set as
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TABLE 2
Clustering Results Comparison on the Face Data Sets

The best results are highlighted in bold.

TABLE 3
Clustering Results Comparison on the Handwritten Digit Data Sets

The best results are highlighted in bold.

TABLE 4
Clustering Results Comparison on the Text Data Sets

The best results are highlighted in bold.

{50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} for all the datasets except USPS.
Because the total feature number of USPS is 256, we set the
number of selected features as {50, 80, 110, 140, 170, 200}.
For all the algorithms, we report the the best clustering
results from the optimal parameters. Different parameters
may be used for different databases. In our experiments,
we adopt Kmeans algorithm to cluster samples based on
the selected features. The performance of Kmeans clustering depends on initialization. Following [12], [13], we
repeat the clustering 20 times with random initialization
for each setup. The average results with standard deviation (std) are reported. In real applications, it is impossible
to tune parameters using the “grid-search” strategy. But it
is an acceptable method to tune parameters for experimental comparisons since all the compared methods are with
the well-chosen parameter values. The parameter sensitivity study and convergence study for CGSSL will be shown
in the following subsection.

6.4 Evaluation Metrics
With the selected features, we evaluate the performance in
terms of clustering by two widely used evaluation metrics,
i.e., Accuracy (ACC) and Normalized Mutual Information
(NMI). The larger ACC and NMI are, the better performance is. ACC is defined by
1
δ(ci , map(gi )),
n
n

ACC =

i=1

(47)

where ci is the clustering label and gi is the ground truth
label of xi . map(gi ) is the optimal mapping function that
permutes clustering labels and the ground truth labels.
The optimal mapping can be obtained by using the KuhnMunkres algorithm. δ(ci , gi ) is an indicator function that
equals to 1 if ci = gi and equals to 0 otherwise. NMI is
defined as
n×tl,h
c
l,h=1 tl,h log( t t̂ )

NMI =

l h

(

tl
c
l=1 tl log n )(

t̂h
c
h=1 t̂h log n )

,

(48)

where tl is the number of samples in the l-th cluster Cl
according to clustering results and t̂h is the number of samples in the h-th ground truth class Gh . tl,h is the number of
overlap between Cl and Gh .

6.5 Performance Comparison
We now empirically evaluate the performance of these nine
feature selection algorithms in terms of ACC and NMI.
The detailed results on the face, handwritten digit, text
and biomedical data sets are summarized in Tables 2, 3,
4, and 5, respectively. The results demonstrate that that
compared to the compared algorithms, CGSSL achieves the
best performance on all the 12 data sets, which validates its
effectiveness.
From the above four tables, we have the following observations. (1) Compared with the baseline, it can be observed
that feature selection is necessary and effective by removing
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TABLE 5
Clustering Results Comparison on the Biomedical Data Sets

The best results are highlighted in bold.

the noise and redundancy. It can not only reduce the
number of features and make the algorithms more efficient,
but also enhance the performance. (2) It is better to perform
feature selection jointly. The joint feature selection algorithms, such as MCFS, UDFS, NDFS and CGSSL are always
superior to the methods selecting features one after another,
such as MaxVar and SPEC. (3) By utilizing the local geometric structure of data distribution, LS, SPEC, MCFS, UDFS,
NDFS and CGSSL usually yield superior performance. (4)
MCFS, UDFS, NDFS and CGSSL achieve more accurate
clustering performance by exploiting discriminative information, which demonstrates that it is crucial to uncover
the discriminative information in the unsupervised case.
(5) NDFS and CGSSL outperform SPEC and MCFS. SPEC
and MCFS adopt a two-step approach to introduce spectral analysis into feature selection while NDFS and CGSSL
are an one-step framework and perform spectral analysis
and feature selection simultaneously. (6) NDFS and CGSSL
achieve higher ACC and NMI than MCFS by imposing
the nonnegative constraint, which makes the scaled cluster indicators more accurate. (7) By comparing NDFS and
CGSSL, it is observed that CGSSL is superior to NDFS by
uncovering the underlying structure. It demonstrates that
it is necessary and effective to introduce the low dimensional subspace uncovering for pseudo label prediction. In
summary, CGSSL achieves best performance on all data sets
by exploiting nonnegative spectral analysis and structural
learning with 2,1 -norm regularization simultaneously for
feature selection.

6.6 Parameter Sensitivity
Like many other feature selection algorithms, our proposed
CGSSL also requires several parameters α, β, γ and r to be
set in advance. For the results reported in the above subsection, we do not tune the parameter r. Better results may
be achieved with tuning it. In this subsection, we will discuss its sensitivity. In our experiments, we observe that the
parameters β and γ have more effect on the performance
than the parameter α on the given datasets. Therefore, we
focus on discussing the parameters β and γ . We will conduct the parameter sensitivity study in terms of β, γ and r
in the rest of this subsection.
Let us first study the parameters β and γ . These two
parameters are tuned from {10−8 , 10−6 , . . . , 106 , 108 }. The
results on all the 12 data sets are presented in Fig. 1. We can
see that the performance changes differently with respect
to different data sets. How to identify the optimal identify
the optimal values of the hyper-parameters is data dependent and still an open problem. How to adaptively choose
the optimal hyper-parameters will be studied in our future

work. Besides, the results obtained on the given datasets
suggest that small β and large β both degrade the performance. Noisy and correlative features can not be reduced
with small β, while the informative features can be removed
when β is very large, which show that the learned feature
selection matrix with row sparsity can reduce the irrelevant
features. In our formulation, the parameter γ actually controls the impact of the learned low dimensional subspace.
Through tuning the parameter γ , we can observe the effects
of the linear transformation matrix Q and weight matrix P.
From the results in Fig. 1, it is observed that the best results
are achieved on the given datasets when γ is in the middle interval of the tuned range. When it is not too large or
small, the obtained performance is good. This demonstrates
that the information in the original feature space and the
underlying subspace are both useful. Finally, we conduct
experiments to compare the results with the well-chosen
parameters with ones with the default parameters. From
our experimental results, we set β = 1 and γ = 102 as our

Fig. 2. Performance comparison between the cases with the default (i.e.,
β = 1 and γ = 102 ) and best parameters. (a) ACC. (b) NMI.
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Fig. 1. Performance variation of the proposed method w.r.t. different values of the parameters β and γ .

default parameter values. The compared results are shown
in Fig. 2. We can see that our method obtains relatively
good results on all the datasets except Leukemia1 using the
default parameter setting. That is, in most cases, the proposed method can work well without tuning parameters
on the given datasets.
Next, we study the performance variation of the proposed approach with respect to the dimension r of
the low-dimension space and the number of selected
features. r is tuned within {min(5 × max( c−1
5 , 1), c −
d
d
d
1),  100
,  50
,  10
,  d5 }. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 3. From these results, we can observe
the following consequences. First, the performance of the
proposed formulation in terms of ACC is not very sensitive

to the dimensionality of the underlying space r on the given
datasets. Thus, we fix it to min(5 × max( c−1
5 , 1), c − 1) in
the experiments. Second, the performance is comparatively
sensitive to the number of selected features p, which is consistent with the observations in previous work on feature
selection [7], [12], [13], [21].

6.7 Convergence Study
To solve the proposed formulation, we develop an iterative update algorithm. In the previous section, we have
proven the convergence of our update rules and analyze the
computational complexity. Now we experimentally study
the speed of convergence of CGSSL. The convergence rates
on all the 12 data sets are shown in Fig. 4. From these
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Fig. 3. Performance variation of the proposed method w.r.t. different values of the dimensionality of the underlying space r and the number of
selected features p.

Fig. 4. Convergence curve of the proposed feature selection algorithm.
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figures, we can see that our algorithm converges within
20 iterations for all the data sets, demonstrating that the
proposed optimization algorithm is effective and converges
quickly.

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised feature
selection approach, which jointly exploits nonnegative spectral analysis and structural learning with sparsity. The
cluster indicators learned by nonnegative spectral clustering are used to provide label information for the structural
learning. The underlying structure is exploited to predict
the cluster indicators using a linear model. To facilitate
feature selection, the predictive matrix is constrained to
be sparse in rows. By imposing the 2,1 -norm regularization, our methods jointly selects the most discriminative
features across the entire feature space. To solve the proposed formulation, we develop an iterative optimization
algorithms. Extensive experiments on 12 real-world data
sets are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. For future work, we will focus on investigating the feature correlations explicitly and extending
our methods in the kernel learning framework. Besides,
how to select the adaptive hyper-parameters and the number of selected features are also our directions for future
research.
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